Abner Marin’s Angelique: The Future of Modeling
By Saul Alvarez

Saul Alvarez is an all-purpose GK artist. He is a professional modeler
who does painting and customizing work for dozens of clients,
including GK producers. For the last few years, Saul has helped
organize activities at JerseyFest, the largest GK show on the east
coast, and he teaches painting and airbrushing classes at the
convention. He has also displayed some sculpting chops and has
written articles for Amazing figure Modeler and Kitbuilders
magazines and for Black Heart’s website. What CAN’T Saul do?!!
While Saul’s garage kit preferences are for classic monsters, Black
Heart decided to throw him a curveball. We wanted to see what
he’d do with something futuristic…and he knocked it out of the park.
Thanks, Saul, for making Black Heart look good.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
I'm honored to have been asked by Black Heart to do a painting article on Abner
Marin’s Angelique bust. Angelique comes in two different sizes. The 8-inch
version is available through Abner’s STORE. For this article, I am painting the 12inch version that is exclusively available through Black Heart.
Abner’s beautiful Angelique sculpture has a mix of humanity, femininity and
machinery. Abner’s digital sculpting skills are on full display and second to none.
With Angelique he captured the likeness of Angela Bassett with attention to the
finest detail and with incredible precision in its sharp, crisp metal work. Angelique
is a great original concept design.
Angela Bassett

For my Angelique and this article, I
wanted to keep her looks natural
without too much make up and to let
her natural beauty show through.
For the first step, I primered her with
Rustoleum Satin Ivory from a spray
can. I then lightly airbrushed Garage
Kit Colors African American Medium
Flesh (Pics 1 and 2).
While airbrushing, I made sure that I
sprayed very lightly and worked the
deeper plains and crevices (eyelids,
nose, sides of her nose/cheek area,
and lips) a little stronger to enhance
darker shading.
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For step two, I used Garage Kit
Colors Transparent Rich Brown. This
color compliments the African
American Medium Flesh. It has a
richer brown transparent tint.
Again, I lightly airbrush along the
upper and lower eye lids, edges of
the lips, under the cheek bones and
sides of the nose and mouth. (Pic 3).
In step three, I sprayed GK
Transparent Bright Flesh over the
cheeks, nose, under the lower lip,
upper eye area below the brows
and chin/ jaw line area. I repeated
the step on the cheeks with Mars
Red for a deeper blush (Pic 4).
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Next, I used GK Colors
Tongue, a pink, fleshy
color. I added a small
drop of white and flesh
to tone down the pink a
bit. When I got the color
I wanted, I brushed this
color into the inside of
the eye lids and corners
of the eyes. For the lips,
I added a drop of water
to the tongue color mix
and made a wash and
brushed in layers over
the lower lip from the
inside out. I applied a
small amount of the
wash to the tip and edge
of the lower lip also.
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To basecoat the eyes, I added a tiny drop of black to white which made an off-white/light grey color. I brushed this very
light color over the whole eyeball and then sealed the work with Testors DullCote (Pic 5).
I lightly brushed in the edges of the iris with black chalk pastels (pic 6). I sealed the pastel work once again with Testors
DullCote to protect the pastel. After that dries, I used a small detail brush and painted striations in the iris with Badger
Airbrush Sky Blue drawing. After that was done, I once again used the black pastels to darken the edges a bit more and
keeping the outer ring of the iris subtle with a faded transition to the edges (Pic 6).

I added more depth and color by painting a small star-like pattern with Yellow Ocre from the center of the pupil
outward. To finish off the eye, I filled the pupil with black and added white for the reflection dot.
I used black to paint in the sculpted eyelashes on the upper eye and I drew in the lower eyelashes with a small detail
brush (Pics 7, 8 & 9).
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I sealed the work on the face once again with Testors DullCote and began my work on the non-human/metallic parts of
the bust.

Before painting the metallic parts, I protected Angelique’s face with
Parafilm which resembles Saran Wrap but a bit thicker and it
stretches to conform to the figure. I used painters tape to hold it in
place. I base-coated the metallic sections with Alclad black sprayed
through an airbrush. I covered the whole thing and let it cure over
night before adding color. (Pic 10). Once the black base-coat is dry, I
airbrushed Garage Kit Colors Silver Metallic over the whole body
lightly covering all the black (Pic 11).
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A light shade of GK Colors
Nuance Blue is lightly sprayed
along the lines and separation of
the metal parts and some of the
raised areas like chest,
shoulders, neck and back areas
(Pic 12 & 13).
To highlight Angelique’s
mechanical details, I airbrushed
GK Colors Transparent Jet Black
along the separations of the
metal parts and rivets (Pic 14).

Pics 13 & 14

I hand-brushed Badger Airbrush’s Maroon Tint on some of the neck cords and Gold on other neck cords and on some of
her mechanical details to make then stand out among the (Pics 15, 16,& 17).
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The two parts for Angelique’s halo/crown/antennae (or whatever you thing it is!) were added to complete the bust. The
final step was to seal the work by using Badgers airbrush-able gloss
I really enjoyed finishing this bust. I enjoyed the challenge of doing a piece that had so much metallic work and it is the
first article I’ve done on a character with African American flesh tones. Congratulations to Abner Marin for an incredible
sculpture and to Black Heart for producing another beautiful bust. And thanks to Black Heart for giving me the
opportunity to do paint Angelique and to write this article.
Saul Alvarez

Abner Marin is a 3-D artist who specializes in creature/character concept sculpting and modelling for visual effects for
films and commercials. He has over 13 years of experience as a 3-D artist, with a solid knowledge of all areas (including
experience as a character animator and generalist) in a CG-driven production pipeline, as well as video games.
Some of his professional work can be seen in films such as Guardians of the Galaxy (Groot), Seventh Son (Boggart),
Prometheus (Hammerpede), Wrath of the Titans (Chimera) and Harry Potter Deathly Hallows.
To learn more about Abner Marin, or to contact him about sculpting commissions or purchasing his kits, visit

http://faraguay3d.net/wordpress/?page_id=46.
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